
Position Description 

The Youth Commissioner (YC) is the volunteer member responsible to the Chief Commissioner for the 

repositioning of Scouts NSW so it is genuinely a Youth Leading / Adult Supporting organisation, 
consistent with the new youth program resulting from the wide-ranging Youth Program Review. The YC 

will focus on inclusion and diversity, building upon the contribution of experienced Leaders and 

Supporters. This requires both driving for change and preparing the membership so everyone 

embraces the idea of change. 

The YC is responsible for developing strategies for youth advocacy and empowerment, and must 

maintain a productive working relationship with the SC Child Protection and Member Support, 

particularly in regard to Element 2 (Children participate in decisions affecting them and are taken 

seriously) of the Royal Commission's July 2016 publication 'Creating Child Safe Institutions'. 

The YC is responsible for the appointment of the State Commissioner Youth Empowerment to 

implement and build upon the policies and procedures currently being prepared in this area by a 

working group. It is vital that the YC creates a collaborative, mutually supportive and wholly constructive 

working relationship with, and between, their direct reports. It is equally important that the YC and their 
direct reporst work with the DCC's and Region Commissioners to collectively propagate a similarly 
cooperative culture throughout Scouts NSW.

Promote and actively support the establishment of Youth Membership alongside Regional YP Team 
representatives making sure the voice of current youth is heard.

Title: 

Short form: 

Reporting to:

Liaison: 

Tenure: 

Youth Commissioner 

YC 

Chief Commissioner of Scouts Australia New South Wales 

DCC Youth Program 

State Commissioner Child Protection and Member Support 

State Commissioner's responsible for Youth Councils in the new structure 
3 years, reviewed annually, noting this is a transition position. 

Note: 

The Youth Commissioner is of DCC Status. The position is the Chief Youth

Adviser to the Chief Commissioner and to the Chief Commissioner’s Council. It

is a transition position only, with its functions to be fully embedded into the

structure over the coming years.

The Youth Commissioner is of DCC Status. The position is the Chief Youth 
Adviser to the Chief Commissioner and to the Chief Commissioner’s Council. 
It is a transition position only, with its functions to be fully embedded into the 
structure over the coming years.

Purpose of the position

Reports: SC Youth Empowerment 
Chair State Youth Council

Be a prime mover along with the DCC YP, for the implementation of young leaders in key State 
Team roles, particularly in the Youth Program area as the Branch implements support changes to 
align with the new Youth Program.  Specifically to ensure that the young Leader’s voice is present at 
the table strategic and decision table, and to provide opportunity for young leader retention.
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Responsibilities and duties 

While carrying out the responsibilities of the role, the YC will at all times uphold the purpose, 

principles and values of Scouts Australia, will adhere to the Adult Code of Conduct, will abide by 

WOSM, National and State policies and will behave in accordance with the Scout Law and 

Promise. The YC will comply with all applicable legislative and statutory regulations. 

It is the goal of the Chief Commissioner and Board of Directors that Scouts NSW develops a 

culture of openness, inclusiveness, genuine teamwork and mutual assistance. All senior positions, 

from the Chief Commissioner down, including the YC position, will be both responsible and 

accountable for the generation and maintenance of this culture. 

The YC will assist the Chief Commissioner in five areas: 

1. strategic leadership – setting the direction of Scouts NSW

2. collaborative teamwork – keeping in step with others

3. operational excellence – doing everything well

4. prudent business management – being efficient and effective

5. productive performance measurement – knowing where we are at all times.

Section 1 of The Role of a Deputy Chief Commissioner provides background information relevant to 

the responsibilities of the YC position. 

Selection criteria 

You are invited to establish your claim to the position on the basis of seven essential criteria: 

• Demonstrated capacity for leadership, including organisational change through use of technology,

social media and traditional methods.

 Capacity for balanced judgement and accountable decision making.

• Ability to work with a diverse range of stakeholders, and intimate first-hand knowledge of theYouth

member experience.

 Proven, successful track record of effective teamwork.

• Proven track record of proactive and results orientation.

 Enthusiasm for the new strategic direction of Scouts NSW, the Strategic Plan 2016-2018 and the

Chief Commissioner's seven Strategic Priorities (especially Active Youth Engagement).

• Working towards, or holding, the Wood Badge.

Section 2 of The Role of a Deputy Chief Commissioner provides background information relevant to 

the desirable competence and personal attributes of the YC. 

Accountability

This position is strategically important to Scouts NSW and it is essential that the YC creates the change 
we want to see. Therefore, a strong achievement orientation is required. The YC will be assessed on the 
results they achieve. Assessment will include formal annual performance reviews. Section 3 of The Role of 
a Deputy Chief Commissioner provides background information about strategic performance indicators 
that are relevant to this position. 




